ABOUT FREESTYLE DANCE MINISTRY
Freestyle Dance Ministry (FDM) is a fun and funky program
that is centred on partnering with organisations by working
with young people through dance.

AIM
To meet the need of organisations who work with children and
youth; the desire for an activity designed for the next generation
and one that has physical, mental and social outcomes at its core.
FDM provides dance workshops as a resource that is inline with
the goals and outcomes of both the organisation and young
people.

PURPOSE
To assist organisations in enabling their young people to
establish independence, make positive lifestyle choices and fulfill
their potential to become leaders and role models in their local
communities.

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR
Justin Seidel is a qualified and
experienced social worker with an
honours in spirituality and social
work. Justin has worked within the
welfare sector for organisations
such as Musicians Making a
Difference (MMAD) Indigenous
Hip-hop Projects, and The
Salvation Army as a Case Manager.
Justin now conducts FDM
workshops for organisations, as
well as for churches and schools.
Justin has completed the required
Working with Children
check and ChildSafe
Training.
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METHOD OF TEACHING

Dance
Instruction

Activities

WORKSHOP TIMETABLE EXAMPLE
4:00 - 4:30 Justin Set-Up
4:30 - 4:40 Welcome and dance presentation
4:40 - 5:30 Dance Instruction

OUTCOMES
High quality instruction
Energised, inspired and motivated children and youth
Young people provided with a positive outlet for selfexpression through creative pursuits
An established relationship between FDM and the
partnering organisation that can continue going forward
through future workshops
Much needed support provided to a stressed segment of
Australia's human services industry
Young people are provided with the capacity to
participate in the creative arts where their caregivers
may not otherwise be able to provide them with the
opportunity to do so
An increase in physical, mental and social wellbeing
Pathways for young people to be linked in or referred to
other services within FDM's partnering network
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Justin was an excellent dance instructor for our workshop he
held during our LiveWires after school care program.
Justin ran a very inclusive program where children from all
primary ages were engaged, many with diverse abilities and
nationalities.
We appreciated the content of his music to be child friendly
and with positive messages in it’s lyrical content!
Justin's communication was excellent before and after the
workshop, which ensured the success and ease of the
workshop on the day with all equipment being organised
beforehand.
Children were able to perform a routine by the end of the
workshop and it was a great day for all!
Cynthia Mitchell, LiveWires Program Manager, Concern
Australia

"During his time in the outreach program Justin had a very
non-judgemental approach to working with the clients and
their presenting needs. He made people feel very
comfortable and was able to build rapport with people
quickly.
Justin showed great independence and autonomy as well as a
great compassion for people and their life stories.
Justin is a very passionate, caring and committed worker and
person. He has a strong social justice focus and is a great
asset to the community sector."
Jennie Sines, Places Outreach Program, The Salvation Army
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